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Solarisbank partners with neobroker fina to
launch securities brokerage product

Berlin – 23.03.2022. Solarisbank, Europe’s leading Banking-as-a-Service platform, today

announced a partnership with Berlin-based neobroker fina to bring its white-label securities

brokerage solution to the market. The new solution will give partners easy access to securities

brokerage services over a single API. With this approach Solarisbank extends the existing

product portfolio and delivers an all-in-one solution for its partners to participate in the highly

competitive, but booming German brokerage market. Therefore, Solarisbank provides a license

umbrella, allowing partners to perform investment brokerage as tied agents of Solarisbank.

The product will allow access to on-exchange and off-exchange trading and in the initial phase

it will be possible to trade stocks, ETFs and funds. It will be also possible to set up ETF savings

plans. An expansion of the offer is planned for the future. Solarisbank’s securities brokerage

service includes automated taxation for German residents.

"We are delighted that fina is one of the first securities brokerage partners in
Germany to leverage Solarisbank's robust and fully regulated infrastructure to
deliver on our vision of financial inclusivity. This enables us to redefine the
front-end experience of online brokerage – making investing into diversified
asset classes more accessible and inclusive for a new generation of diverse
investors."
— Léonie Rivière, CEO & Co-founder of fina

⏲

http://newsroom.solarisbank.com/


“With fina, we are winning a next-generation neobroker as a partner. The
business idea - providing financial education for millennials and the GenZ - in
combination with a target group-specific brokerage product is an innovative
approach to promoting financial inclusion. With the brokerage product, we add
a key building block to our platform and enable both fintechs and embedded
finance pioneers to generate added value. We look forward to working with fina
and will continue to develop the offering together in the future.”
— Jörg Diewald, CCO of Solarisbank 

https://newsroom.solarisbank.com/images/422137


Portraits and other footage can be downloaded from our newsroom.
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About Solarisbank
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Solarisbank and Contis provide Europe's leading Banking-as-a-Service platform. We enable

other businesses to offer their own financial services both rapidly and compliantly in the EEA

and UK. Via APIs, our partners can integrate modular financial services directly into their own

product offering. Our services cover fiat and crypto assets, lending as well as payments, card

issuing and processing. In 2021, we opened up branches in France, Italy, and Spain to offer

local IBANs, providing access to local financial ecosystems in Europe’s largest markets.

Headquartered in Berlin and London, our group now boasts over 700 employees at eight

locations in Europe and in India. Combined net revenues in 2021 amounted to around EUR 100

million, representing over 90 percent year-on-year growth.

About fina 

fina is a Berlin-based fintech startup, founded in 2020 by Léonie Rivière and Tim Pietsch that

stands for financial inclusivity. With the help of short learning videos, an intuitive user interface

and the possibility of exchange within the community, diversified asset classes are made

accessible to a new generation of investors. 
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